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Earlier today I participated in our initial kick-off planning meeting for two big events that the
Association will be producing in November - the 1st annual Canadian RegTech Awards on
November 15th, followed by a full-day conference on the 16th. There are draft outlines for the
sessions and roundtables which will continue to take shape in the weeks ahead and come into
being as we elicit input and feedback from our members’ community.

I appreciate that you're into summer vacation mode now and not actively seeking more to put on
your plate - but I simply wanted to plant these seeds amongst you and if this sounds like fun to you
and you’d like to know how you might be able to contribute and assist with the pre-planning or ‘day
of event(s), activities - I would be grateful to hear from you!

July brings new beginnings for us with the arrival of 3 new strategic advisors and a new member of
the Board who is picking up the baton from Wendy Rudd who stepped down from the Board
recently, but will continue to be actively involved in an Advisory capacity. We are welcoming into
the fold, Eleanor Morrison, Tina Mithra and Michal Ecclestone as Advisors and Matt Fowler who is
joining Donna and I on the Board. The full press release with details is found here - CRTA
Welcomes New Board Members and Strategic Advisors.

On behalf of the Board and staff and our members community - I extend a gracious welcome and
express our collective appreciation for you choosing to serve in this capacity.

On the regulatory front, in case you missed it, on July 6th OSFI advised that they are seeking
industry input from Federally regulated financial institutions on how to position OSFI’s perspective
on operational risk and resilience within its principles-based guidance framework (including
Guideline E-21); and also ‘how to address connections to related risks—including, but not limited
to, technology and cyber risks, third-party risk, model risk, culture, compliance and reputation risk.
This comment period is open now until September 10th, I would encourage you to visit OSFI’s site
to learn more details.

On that note, I will wish you a safe and positively enjoyable summer of 2021,

Sincerely,

Paul Childerhose
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The CRTA Executive Team
Get to know all our entire leadership team at the CRTA website - Board Members,
Strategic Advisors and Industry Advocates
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Media Snippet - Data Privacy and Cloud Management
We have composed a short video highlighting the key discussions from our exciting 3 part Privacy series
last month. To learn more, see the June issue of The RegTech Exclusive where we featured key events
from the first 2 sessions, and see the full replay of the 3rd session here.
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MDC is a leading market data solutions consultancy, with cutting edge digital diagnostic tools to enable
clients to improve the management of market and reference data relationships. MDC explains in this
informative short video. Learn more from Robert Benedetto, Managing Director.
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Financial crime is one of the most complex areas of compliance. On September 8, member firms NICEACTIMIZE, QUANTEXA and ARCTIC INTELLIGENCE will demonstrate how their RegTech solutions help
organizations to proactively identify, respond and manage financial crime compliance.
REGISTER HERE
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NEW!
"FOUNDER SERIES - DISCUSSION WITH
MARK ROWAN, FOUNDER & CEO, DATA
SENTINEL"
In this episode, Myron Mallia-Dare speaks
with Mark Rowan, Founder and CEO of Data
Sentinel. a data trust and compliance platform
that helps businesses persistently manage their
data privacy, compliance, governance and data
quality in real-time. The focus of Data Sentinel is
to help organizations automate the management
of data assets that are deemed to be sensitive
within organizations

UPCOMING - STAY TUNED
"The State of Affairs of Crypto Assets in Canada"
See all current podcasts on the CRTA
website at REGTECH ROUNDUP
Also available at your favorite podcast providers
including Spotify and Apple podcasts.
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See the July 2021 Member Community Infographic

CRTA applauds members for their achievements:
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AWS has been selected by BMO Financial Group as its preferred cloud service provider
In June, Broadridge launched a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) platform for repos
Cormark Securities Inc. has selected Katipult to digitize its private placemet process
diwo is awarded six new patents to deliver advanced intelligence to enterprises
new member IBM opens new office in downtown TO, to fill 500 new positions
globalRELAY launches new website to feature AI capabilities for clients, and launches
new publication "Orbit TRC" focused on Technology, Risk and Compliance

We are pleased to feature two event replays from CRTA members :
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Over the course of three weeks, valued CRTA
partner Fintech Cadence held their fifth
annual Formathon. Teams came together
and presented to industry experts their
research and solutions to fintech challenges.
On June 17, the finalists impressed the panel
of judges on the topics of cybersecurity, open
banking and payments. Watch the full event
replay here.

If you missed Compliance.ai's Expert-in-the-Loop
Forum in May, this is your chance to access
amazing regulatory content and trends ondemand. Listen to panels featuring our very
own Donna Bales, Jo Ann Barefoot (Barefoot
Alliance), Aaron Iovine (Cross River Bank) and
more. You can see and access content now at:
EITL-FORUM-ON-DEMAND
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NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS IMPACTING THE CANADIAN REGTECH ECOSYSTEM

The following regulatory announcements in June are promising for the growth of Canadian Regtech:
In launching the Innovation Hub Nordic Centre in Stockholm, the BIS affirmed its plans to open
more Hubs globally, including in Toronto.
The CSA adopted harmonized rules for securities crowdfunding, easing the way for technology
startups to access capital.
The CSA signed a fintech co-operation agreement with the Financial Services Commission,
Mauritius, advancing co-operation and referral opportunities across the two countries.
The CSA signed an innovative functions co-operation agreement with the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong

CRYPTO ASSETS
REGULATOR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Central banks' focus on cryptoassets grow:
AMF (Quebec securities regulator) 2021 - 2025
BIS - Consultation on the capital treatment of

Strategic Plan

cryptoassets. Comments by September 10 2021
OSC issues priorities to March 31 2022
OSFI - seeks comments by September 10 on
proposed BIS cryptoassets treatment

OSFI seeks comments by September 10 2021 on
positioning of OSFI perspective on operational

BIS - "CBDC's: an opportunity for the monetary
system" (from 2021 Annual Economic Report)

risk and resilience, and connections to related
risks - including bot not limited to technology and
cyber risks, model risk, culture, compliance and

Bank of England - "New Forms of Digital Money"

reputation risk

for comment by September 7 2021

MARKET INTEGRITY
The TSX proposes to add 3 new market price
definitions and seeks comments by July 19,
2021

ESG
Financial Stability Board (FSB) has presented its
roadmap for addressing climate risk
Read the recent speech by SEC Commissioner
E. Roisman on "Addressing Inevitable Costs of a
New ESG Disclosure Regime". Read CRTA
member CUBE's comments.
OSFI's Assistant Superintendent (Insurance) N.
Henderson delivered remarks on climate risk.

CAPITAL and LIQUIDITY

B. Coeuré, Head of BIS Innovation Hub, spoke

OSFI proposes new Operational Risk data

sustainable finance agenda.

management framework and seeks comments by
July 30 2021.
OSFI proposes changes to the treatment of
derivatives credit valuation adjustments (CVA), to
enhance risk sensitivities. Comments accepted
until July 30 2021.
OSFI releases expectations of FIs as they
transition from LIBOR by December 31 2021

on how digitalisation can support the green and
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July 21
Register and join the FINOS Community to see
highlights of the Foundation, the Community, and
projects during Q2 of 2021 - and see what's
upcoming for Q3 and Q4.
More info and register here
July 28
Join SAYARI and learn about deceptive shipping
practices and how to use data and analytics to
uncover the covert networks that span Malta,
Hong Kong, Turkey, Cyprus, Panama, and more.
More info and register here

If you were forwarded this newsletter, and wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive
monthly, SUBSCRIBE here. Cancel anytime.

Have questions or suggestions on The RegTech Exclusive ? Click here to contact us

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry,
innovators, and policy makers...."
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